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The Network Effect: Persists
Even in the Age of Electronic Banking
Previous issues of Bancology have discussed the
importance of the network effect in retail bank strategy.
The network effect is the phenomenon by which large
branch networks capture a disproportionate share of
market deposits. For example, a four-branch network
captures more than twice the deposit volume of a
two-branch network; an eight-branch network captures
more than twice the deposit volume of a four-branch
network. Viewed another way, average deposit size
per branch increases as a function of the number of
branches, as each incremental branch a financial
institution adds provides a lift to – and derives benefit
from – all its preexisting branches in the market.
The network effect explains why financial
institutions have historically pursued concentrated
deployment strategies, e.g., 10 branches in one
market versus five branches in each of two markets,
as the broader representation leveraged the network
effect. However, the erosion of in-branch transaction
volume – average per-branch volumes are down
35% over the past five years – raises the question
of whether the network effect persists; whether
consumers still disproportionately place deposits
with more widespread providers.
To confirm the extent of the network effect,
Bancography reprised research it conducted in
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2004 and 2010 that measured the correlation
between bank rankings within the 50 largest U.S.
metropolitan areas on two measures: deposits
per branch and number of branches. The study
measured the correlation between the two variables
using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient and
controlling for main office biases and other outlier
effects. The Spearman’s statistic measures the
degree to which the rankings of each variable
(as opposed to the values) align; this helps minimize
the effect of outliers. If the network effect holds,
we would expect a high correlation. If perfectly
correlated, the institution with the greatest number
of branches in a market would show the highest
average deposits per branch; the owner of the next
largest branch network would show the second
highest deposits per branch, and so on.
The 2004 and 2010 iterations of the study both
found significant positive correlations, with the more
recent study finding a positive relationship between
network size and average branch size statistically
significant at the .05 level in 44 of the top 50 metros
and at the .01 level in 25 of those metros (lower
significance levels equal stronger correlations).
However, the years since 2010 have brought a wave
of consolidation that reduced (continued on page 2)

For its New Account Customer Experience research program, Bancography
compiles data from interviews conducted through internet surveys. Participating
institutions continually post their new retail and business account files for
Bancography to initiate survey participation. Bancography compiled the survey
responses it received in 2016, presenting the reasons the survey participants
selected their institution for their most recent new account and evaluating
those customers’ long-term value to the institution.
One survey question asks new account holders their reason for choosing
the institution over other institutions. One quarter of respondents identified
existing relationship as their primary motivator. This response indicates the
group already maintained a good relationship with the institution and are
most likely brand champions. This same motivator (continued on page 3)
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the number of U.S. banks from 7,830 (June 2010) to 6,058
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(June 2016). Further, that consolidation, plus the rise of
online and banking channels, led many institutions to pare
their branch networks. Accordingly, it becomes reasonable
to question whether recent developments changed the
dynamics of the network effect – specifically, do large
branch networks still reap disproportionate balance gains?
The study results confirm that not only do large
networks remain beneficial, but that the extent of the
benefit large networks realize has increased. In this most
recent iteration of the study, 41 of the top 50 metros
showed correlations significant at the .01 level and 47
at the .05 level, and the average correlation between
deposits per branch and branch count across the top
50 metros increased from 42% to 58%.
Several factors likely contributed to the increased
correlations, i.e., the greater market power enjoyed by
those providers with the largest branch networks. First, the
financial crisis winnowed a number of smaller institutions
that led with rate-based appeals and accrued sizable
deposit bases even with smaller branch networks (this
group would reduce correlation levels with higher deposits
per branch than their branch-count ranking would predict).
Second, a middle tier of community banks maintained
lending levels (and thus deposit funding needs), even as
the largest banks reduced leverage ratios while focusing
more on problem loan resolution than asset growth. Third,
large banks bore the brunt of the industry’s reputational
damage during the financial crisis; and in that timeframe
some consumers opted to migrate to smaller banks, in
effect rewarding fiscal responsibility over location
convenience. However, in recent years the reduction in
rate-driven strategies, the reassertion of large network
banks in lending (that drove a renewed emphasis on
deposit growth), and the fading memories of the financial
crisis appear to have increased the willingness of consumers to select based primarily on location convenience.
Finally, note the majority of the industry’s branch
consolidations over the past five years arose from large
institutions. And in lowering the denominator in the
deposits per branch calculation, these banks boosted their
ranking on that measure to a greater extent than they
lowered their ranking on the branch-count measure.
Banks with market leading outlet share positions could
rationally contract their branch networks down to one
more branch than the second-place provider.
The above analysis notwithstanding, keep in mind
that correlation is not causation. For example, if larger
banks hold greater technological resources, they will likely
be able to introduce more sophisticated electronic offerings

(continued from page 1)

at an earlier stage (e.g., mobile banking). So perhaps it
is the presence of those broader service offerings that
allow larger institutions to realize disproportionately
greater per-branch balance gains, and the correlation
with branch-network size is simply a byproduct.
Still, the preponderance of statistical evidence
suggests larger branch networks as more efficient
from a balances-per-branch standpoint, yielding
distinct implications:
> For banks operating in multiple markets, consider
exiting those where the bank holds lower-tier market
positions and instead concentrate capital and
noninterest investments in established strongholds.
> For smaller banks operating in a single market, keep
in mind that the network effect holds not only at the
metropolitan area level but also at the corridor level.
Thus, rather than scattering branches across an entire
metro area, strive to build a cohesive network in one
or two corridors while ceding others entirely, as this
will yield increased per-branch deposits.
> For banks maintaining market-leading branch net
works, consider the branch-count differential
between your institution’s network and that of the
next-largest competitor. If consumers choose based
on the largest branch network, then is there benefit
to having the largest network by four branches versus
the largest network by two branches? Or can the
bank contract two branches and remain secure that
it still can enjoy the benefits of the largest network
in the market?
Although the network effect holds in markets
across the country, note the strength of the effect varies.
Several markets with strong legacies of thrifts and
mutual savings banks show lower correlations, as
institutions in that sector of the industry tend more
toward rate-based, branch-light operating models.
Further, several Sunbelt metros with low overall
branch concentration levels show lower correlations,
perhaps reflecting that no one provider has yet amassed
a dominant branch position in those markets. Still,
overall the effect remains demonstrable and prominent
across the nation’s major metro areas, suggesting that,
even in an age of electronic banking and reduced branch
service visits, the presence of a broad branch network
creates brand awareness and consumer confidence
that foster outsized deposit gains.
For more information about the network effect
in your market, please contact Bancography at
info@bancography.com.
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New Account Customer Experience: Reason for Choosing the Institution
fueled almost half of the new account openings
for businesses.
Sixteen percent of respondents identified
recommendation and ten percent cited reputation/
trustworthy as their reason for selecting the
institution, suggesting these groups approached
the institution based on word of mouth from
existing customers or brand champions.
The aforementioned response categories
comprised one half of the motives for choosing
the institution for the new account. Much of
this account growth arose from quality service
that encouraged loyal customers to open another
account with their institution and/or recommend it
to others versus more costly marketing campaigns.
Other motives for customers choosing where
to open accounts are more closely linked to
capital and marketing investments made by the

But the presence of a second product extends
that tenure to nearly four years, and a third
locks relationships to near annuity status
with a median tenure (continued on page 4)

Lifetime value

single-account relationships today, in 18 months,
only 50 would remain open (this is the same
concept as the half-life in physics; how long it
would take for half of a volume to decay).

Median tenure (years)

Nearly every financial institution includes
cross-sell as a critical barometer of retail branch
performance, understanding that whenever a
new customer opens an account, that customer
likely holds numerous additional financial
needs. The overt motivation for cross-selling
reflects the obvious objective of maximizing
revenue from each customer by capturing as
great a share of their total revenue as possible.
However, cross-sell carries an additional benefit
in fostering customer retention, in locking in
durable client relationships. The phenomenon
is a leading motivator of cross-sell programs for
bankers who intuitively understand that broader
relationships are more enduring and thus more
profitable; however, empirical research
quantifies the significant economic value
of the retention benefits of cross-sell.
Calculating that value involves first
determining the relationship between the
breadth of a customer’s relationship with an
institution and the customer’s tenure, i.e., the
duration of that relationship. In a study that
examined household-grouped customer files,
Bancography identified that the median tenure
of single-service households is only 18 months;
that is, if a bank opened a portfolio of 100
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institution. This group of responses,
convenience, needed an account, competitive
rates/fees and advertising, comprised slightly
more than 40% of the mentions. Convenience
was responsible for 16% of the responses.
According to Bancography research, branch
location is most always identified as a qualifier
to convenience, followed by Internet Banking.
Twelve percent of the respondents indicated
they chose the institution based on
competitive rates/ fees, which does not
correlate with building loyalty. Unless the
institution can cross-sell this group of rate
shoppers into a broader relationships,
they may become vulnerable to attrition.
However, with quality service and needs-based
relationship building, an institution can convert
these customers into brand champions.

Institutions may examine the reasons for
choosing where to open an account as distinct
variables that combine to form a snapshot
of what fuels new account motivation for its
customers. This process will yield a different
formula for each institution, depending upon
the institution’s position in the market. For
example, some institutions lead with
advertising and competitive rates/ fees,
while others place greater emphasis on
leveraging existing relationships. Examination
of the variables’ weight in this formula
illuminates how the institution is growing,
how potential customers might view the
institution, and the effectiveness of its
current growth strategy.

NEWS
Bancography will exhibit at
The Financial
Brand Forum
May 17 - 19 in
Las Vegas.
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of almost six years. A fourth product extends
the relationship still further, but by that point the
present value of the future cash flows diminishes
to less significant levels.
The present value concept quantifies the
benefits of additional accounts to a base account.
If the sole account in a single-service relationship
generates $250 in annual revenue, then the average lifetime value of a portfolio of such accounts
would be about $330, assuming a 1.5 year median
tenure and a 10% discount rate. Adding a second
account in the relationship increases the expected
tenure of the base account to 3.9 years. And if

(continued from page 3)

the bank enjoys the $250 annual revenue stream
for that duration, the lifetime present value of
the account rises to $775. A third product in the
relationship brings the expected value of the base
product to more than $1,000 – so by prolonging the
life of the initial product, the subsequent products
triple the value of that first account. Especially in
a rising rate environment, stable consumer funds
will prove critical, rendering it imperative to pursue
broad consumer relationships that lock in primary
accounts; and the longer tenure of those accounts
creates substantially greater economic value.
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